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Abstract

With the centralized management paradigm offered by
the recent IEEE 802.11 products, it is now easier and
more efficient to optimize associations between access
points (APs) and stations. Most of the optimization ap-
proaches consider a saturated network. Even if such traf-
fic conditions are rare, the optimization of the associa-
tion step under this assumption has the benefit to fairly
share the bandwidth between stations. Nevertheless, traf-
fic demands may be very different from one station to
another and it may be more useful to optimize associa-
tions according to the stations’ demands. In this paper,
we propose an optimization of the association step based
on the stations’ throughputs and the channel busy time
fraction (BTF). The latter is defined as the proportion of
time the channel is sensed busy by an AP. Associations are
optimized in order to minimize the greatest BTF in the
network. This original approach allows the Wi-Fi man-
ager/controller to unload the most congested AP, increase
the throughput for most of the stations, and offer more
bandwidth to stations that need it. We present a local
search technique that finds local optima to this optimiza-
tion problem. This heuristic relies on an analytical model
that predicts BTF for any configuration. The model is
based on a Markov network and a Wi-Fi conflict graph.
NS-3 simulations including a large set of scenarios high-
light the benefits of our approach and its ability to improve
the performance in congested and non-congested Wi-Fi
networks.

1 Introduction

Wireless LANs can offer the possibility to mobile devices
to access the Internet. In particular, due to its efficiency
and facility of deployment, IEEE 802.11 (referred as Wi-
Fi hereafter) has become a very popular wireless technol-
ogy [1]. The density of access points (APs) allows the
users to experience a high throughput and to be mobile
without significant degradation of the link quality or con-
nection interruption. Nevertheless, the limited number of
non-overlapping channels makes difficult to ensure a good
quality of service to users in dense WLANs without a dy-
namic and rational management. The management func-
tions include channel assignment to access points, trans-
mission power control, association between stations and
APs, handovers, etc. In this work, we focus on the as-
sociation. In Wi-Fi networks, association is the first step
that allows a station to connect to the network. A station
associates with an AP within its transmission range. If
several APs are available in this area, the station will as-
sociate, generally, to the AP with the best RSSI (Radio
Signal Strength Indicator). This metric, that measures the
link quality between APs and stations, does not take into
account the number of already associated stations neither
the traffic load on the APs. It may lead to a heterogeneous
distribution of stations among APs and consequently a
bad distribution of the load in the network. Resources
are therefore not optimally utilized, penalizing the overall
performance of the network.

This problem and the need to facilitate AP administra-
tion have led to a centralization of the management in Wi-
Fi networks [2, 3]. A Wi-Fi controller is in charge of all
operations in the Wi-Fi network. It has a global vision of
the network that enables a simple, flexible and efficient
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management of the resources. In particular, associations
optimizing the resource usage can be computed in real
time. The controller has then the ability to move stations
from an AP to another using, for instance, the BSS transi-
tion management frames defined in IEEE 802.11v [4].

Most of the existing solutions to optimize associations
propose solutions that aim to improve the overall network
throughput and/or the fairness between stations in a satu-
rated scenario [5–7]. The saturated scenario corresponds
to a case where devices (stations and/or APs) have always
a frame to send. This assumption is unrealistic but al-
lows to express the minimum amount of throughput a de-
vice can obtain. Nevertheless, it does not take into ac-
count real traffic demands and the proposed association
may be inaccurate. For example, if a part of the stations
have very low traffic, the unused bandwidth can be reused
by other stations with higher demands. A fair distribu-
tion of the resources may then be counter-productive: low
traffic stations may be associated to the same AP which
may be consequently idle whereas stations requiring high
throughput are associated to overloaded APs.

In this paper, we propose an association optimization
based on traffic demands. These traffic demands are de-
fined as the downlink traffic from APs to stations and are
measured in real time. The load of an AP is estimated
through the busy time fraction (BTF). BTF corresponds
to the fraction of time an AP senses the medium/channel
busy due to its own transmissions or the ones from the
other APs in its sensing range. This quantity is easily col-
lected from the local Wi-Fi card statistics obtained on the
current configuration. From a protocol point of view, it
can be collected from the channel load request/report de-
fined in IEEE 802.11k amendment [8]. In order to fore-
cast its values for other configurations, we propose an an-
alytical model that estimates BTF. It is based on a Markov
network, a conflict graph and the current traffic demands.
Our optimization problem consists in finding the associa-
tion that minimizes the greatest BTF in the network. This
original approach allows the Wi-Fi controller to unload
the most congested AP and offer more bandwidth to sta-
tions that needs it. Our solution is evaluated with NS-3
simulations that cover a large set of scenarios (ISM and
UNII bands, existing topologies of Wi-Fi networks and
random ones, different number of stations and input rates,
TCP and UDP flows, etc.). The obtained results highlight
the benefit of our approach and its ability to improve per-

formance in congested and non-congested networks.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

present the related work and our own contributions. The
network model is described in Section 3.1. The BTF is
defined in Section 3.2. The model estimating its value for
any configuration is presented in the same section. Sec-
tion 4 introduces the optimization problem and the heuris-
tic used to propose approximate solutions. Numerical re-
sults are shown and discussed in Section 5. We conclude
in Section 6.

2 Related work
The densification of Wi-Fi networks and the turn to its
centralized management have motivated researches to op-
timize Wi-Fi configurations. Association between sta-
tions and APs is one of the key elements to improve the
network performance. Below, we briefly summarize stud-
ies that address AP association. Contributions are classi-
fied as distributed, centralized and on-line.

Several approaches have proposed a distributed strat-
egy. For instance in [9], the problem of AP association in
WLAN is formulated through a mixed strategic game with
a utility function that maximizes the throughput. They
propose to users to move from their positions to improve
their throughput. Distances traveled to a new AP are in-
corporated as a cost in the strategy game. The authors
in [10] propose a solution for differentiated access ser-
vice selection based on network applications, which are
classified into four types according to their QoS require-
ments. Their approach can be used in a periodic or aperi-
odic strategy. In [11] a utility-based strategy is proposed
to select the best AP according to the distance, data rate
and delay. These three metrics are normalized between
zero and one. Then, an equal weight is given to each met-
ric within the utility function. The AP with the highest
utility value is selected. Authors of [12] propose an al-
gorithm that evaluates applications used by the stations,
classified as data or voice, and changes the association ac-
cordingly. To achieve load balancing and good voice qual-
ity, the number of nodes connected to an AP and its RSSI
are also considered in the association algorithm. How-
ever, evaluation is performed through a simulation of the
model and not with a realistic network simulator. More-
over, one single data rate is considered for all transmis-
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sions between stations and APs. All these approaches as-
sume only the saturated mode.

Centralized association has been proposed in order to
achieve a global optimum. Wong et al. [13] propose a
centralized max-min user throughput approach to opti-
mize the AP re-association subject to a certain handover
cost constraint. A multi-objective optimization function
that maximizes the download user throughput and mini-
mizes the number of handovers in saturated mode is also
proposed in [14]. In [15], the authors formulate this prob-
lem as a non-cooperative game where each user tries to
minimize its cost function, defined as the data transfer
time. Their solution can be centralized or distributed.
Authors of [16] propose a centralized approach to im-
prove users’ throughput in dense WLAN. They use signal-
interference-noise-ratio (SINR) between APs and stations
to control the association. In order to further coordinate
interference and increase spatial reuse, an algorithm is
proposed to adjust the clear channel assessment (CCA)
threshold of the 802.11 MAC protocol. Taking into ac-
count the propagation environment, the authors of [17]
investigate the impact of the AP deployments and station
association in dense WLAN on the aggregate throughput.

On-line approaches have also been proposed in the lit-
erature. It consists in changing associations in real time,
typically when an event occurs such as the arrival or de-
parture of a station. In [18] the authors present a new
AP selection metric. Their mechanism tries to maximize
stations throughput as well as minimize its negative ef-
fect on high rate stations currently accommodated by the
AP to which it wishes to associate. They propose two se-
lection schemes based on this metric: a static one where
stations only consider their association as well as a dy-
namic scheme where all associations are reevaluated from
time to time. To improve the overall WLAN performance,
Babul et al. propose in [19] an approach that considers si-
multaneously the channel assignment and the association
control. However, validation is made through a simula-
tion of the model and realistic Wi-Fi/network layers are
not taken into account. Based on the Markov model to
estimate the uplink and downlink throughput of clients,
the authors of [20] propose an on-line AP association al-
gorithm for 802.11n WLANs with heterogeneous clients.
In this approach, authors seek to improve the overall net-
work throughput.

All the cited approaches consider a saturated network

except in [16] where the SINR is measured and used to de-
termine data and error rates. Moreover, the traffic demand
is not taken into account in the associations. The motiva-
tion of this paper is to design association algorithms able
to adapt to traffic demands. It allows the controller to bal-
ance the load according to the real traffic, alleviate con-
gested AP, and offer bandwidth to stations that need it. It
is based on measurements available on most of the Wi-Fi
products (e.g., busy time, data rates, error rates, etc.).

3 System Model

3.1 Network Model
We consider a general 802.11 WLAN consisting of a fixed
number of APs. The set of APs is assumed to belong to
the same extended service set (ESS) and is managed by
a WLAN controller. We take into account only downlink
traffic, from the APs to the stations, as downlink traffic
is preponderant compared to uplink traffic [21]. The con-
troller is in charge of determining the association. When
a new station connects to the ESS, it first associates with
the default AP which is, for most of the implementation,
the one with the best RSSI. The controller can, according
to our algorithm, change associations at regular intervals
or when a particular event occurs (arrival/departure of sta-
tions for instance). We assume that the controller collects
periodically the following measurements from APs:

• the current association,

• the busy time fraction for each AP,

• the conflicts between APs (the conflict graph is for-
mally defined later in this paper),

• for each station:

– the data rates between APs and the station,

– the throughput and the average frame size re-
ceived by the station from its AP,

– the error rate (or equivalently the probability of
success) between the station and its AP.

It is worth noting that most of these measurements are
already available on most of the AP products (e.g., Cisco
Aironet Series APs).
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When the controller finds out a better association,
it triggers the corresponding changes: through control
frames, stations can be disassociated from the current AP
and associated to the new one. The application of a new
configuration induces a re-association cost. The condition
for applying a new association may be function of the cost
and gain of the new configuration.

The association, proposed in this work, is based on the
estimation of BTF. The BTF of the current configuration
is known, but it has to be predicted for the other configu-
rations that can be considered for a new association. Our
prediction model relies on the following assumptions:

• Data rate: APs are able to determine the best data
rate for all the stations in its transmission range (as-
sociated or not).

• Throughput: we assume that a station, associated to
a new AP, will request at least the same throughput
as in the current configuration.

• Probability of success: the probability of success
for each station (probability that a frame is correctly
received) is measured between APs and their associ-
ated stations. Its prediction for another association is
difficult. In our model, we assume that this probabil-
ity remains the same if the station does not change
its channel when it reassociates. In case of a channel
change, the success probability is set to the small-
est probability of success among the stations already
associated with the new AP.

The objective function based on BTF and the heuristic
used to minimize it are presented in Section 4. We in-
troduce, in the next section, the analytical model used to
estimate BTF for all APs.

3.2 Busy Time Fraction estimation
BTF for an AP is defined as the fraction of time the chan-
nel is sensed occupied. This measurement can be obtained
from the measurement reports of IEEE 802.11k or directly
from the physical registers of the interface that measures
the busy time according to the CCA mechanism [1]. This
quantity is generally available for the current association.
But in the context of our optimization, it is necessary to
estimate this fraction for any other configuration.

In our model, we define b j the busy time fraction for an
AP j. This time is composed of two quantities: the local
busy time fraction and the neighbor busy time fraction.
The local busy time fraction, denoted bL

j , corresponds to
the time, per second, the channel is occupied by its own
transmissions. This time takes into account the physical
occupation of the channel and the access method times
(back-off, DIFS, etc.). The neighbor busy time fraction,
denoted bN

j , is the proportion of time the channel is oc-
cupied by APs in its sensing range. It considers only
the physical occupation of the channel corresponding to
transmissions. We get,

b j = bL
j +bN

j

3.2.1 Local Busy Time Fraction

This time includes the time to transmit data on the phys-
ical channel (TPHY ) to one of its stations and the time of
the access method (TMAC). Thus, the local BTF of an AP j
is the sum of the busy time fractions due to transmissions
to all of its stations.

bL
j = ∑

i∈S j

bL
i j

where S j is the set of stations associated with AP j, and
bL

i j the BTF corresponding to the transmissions from AP
j to station i. bL

i j can be computed as follows:

bL
i j = T (Ri j,L)×Di

where T (Ri j,L) is the average time required for AP j to
successfully transmit a frame of size L to station i with
data rate Ri j. Di is the average number of datagrams trans-
mitted to station i in one second. It does not take into
account retransmissions.

Nevertheless, a datagram is subject to transmission er-
rors and may require one or more retransmissions. Ac-
cording to the IEEE 802.11 standard, the time required
for AP j to successfully transmit a frame of size L to sta-
tion i at data rate Ri j after k attempts is given by:

T (k,Ri j,L) = TPHY +TMAC

TPHY = TP +TH +L/Ri j +TAck

TMAC = TDIFS +TSIFS +Tbacko f f (k)
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TP and TH represent the duration of the preamble and the
header of the physical layer. TDIFS is the DCF Inter Frame
Space and TSIFS is the Short Inter Frame Space. TACK is
the duration of the ACK frame. Tbacko f f (k) is the aver-
age back-off after k unsuccessful successive transmission
attempts and is given by:

Tbacko f f (k) = min
(

2k(CWmin+1)−1
2 ,CWmax

)
×Tslot

where Tslot is the duration of a slot. CWmin and CWmax
are respectively the minimum and maximum sizes of the
contention window.

The average time that AP j requires to correctly trans-
mit a single datagram to station i is [22]:

T (Ri j,L) = pi jT (0,Ri j,L)+
m

∑
k=1

(
pi j(1− pi j)

k

(
k−1

∑
l=0

Tc(l,Ri j,L)+T (k,Ri j,L)

))

where m is the maximum number of retransmissions, pi j
is the probability of success to transmit from AP j to sta-
tion i and Tc(l,Ri j,L) = Tbacko f f (l)+ TDIFS + TP + TH +
L/Ri j +TATO is the time between two consecutive trans-
missions if the frame transmission fails (TATO is the ac-
knowledgment timeout).

Note that, in the previous formula, the value of the pa-
rameter Ri j may be different at each retransmission, but
is constant during a retransmission. It is consistent with
current implementations like Minstrel.

3.2.2 Neighbor Busy Time Fraction

In this section, we present the model to estimate the frac-
tion of time the channel is sensed busy by an AP due to the
activity of the other APs. Formally, in Wi-Fi networks,
channel sensing is performed by the CCA (Clear Chan-
nel Assessment) mechanism [1]. We consider a conflict
graph [23] composed of vertices that represent APs and
where an edge ( j,k) exists if APs j and k detect their mu-
tual transmissions (according to the CCA mechanism).

To compute the Neighbor BTF bN
j , we introduce a set

of notations. We define the event Ai as follows:

Ai = {AP i is transmitting} (1)

So, the fraction of time that the channel is sensed busy by
AP j due to transmissions from its neighbors is given by:

bN
j = Pr

⋃
i∈N j

Ai

 (2)

where N j is the set of neighbors of vertex j in the conflict
graph. The events Ai are not disjoint and the computation
of the union is consequently not trivial. To compute this
probability, we propose to use the Inclusion-Exclusion
Principle [24], which is defined as:

Pr

⋃
i∈N j

Ai

=
|N j |

∑
k=1

(−1)k−1
∑

I⊂N j
|I|=k

Pr

(⋂
l∈I

Al

) (3)

where I ⊂ N j with |I| = k describes all the subsets of
N j with cardinal k.

If |I|= 1, the computation Pr
(⋂

l∈I
Al

)
is trivial. When

|I| > 1, we have to take into account the conflict graph.
Indeed, there are two possible cases that we illustrate
through the example given in Figure 1. We consider BTF
of AP 1. It has three neighboring APs. As there is a link
between AP 2 and AP 3, they cannot transmit at the same
time and Pr(A2∩A3) = 0. As there is no conflict between
AP 3 and AP 4, transmissions from these APs can overlap
and Pr(A3∩A4) 6= 0.

Consequently if two APs in I are neighbors, then their
transmissions are exclusive and the intersection is zero:

Pr

(⋂
l∈I

Al

)
I⊂N j
|I|=k

= 0, if ∃(p,q) ∈ I2 s.t. p ∈ Nq(q ∈ Np)

(4)
Otherwise, transmissions are not exclusive and this prob-
ability may be > 0.

But, the events (Al)l∈I are not independent and the
probability of their intersection (overlap) cannot be com-
puted as their product. In order to compute this probabil-
ity, we consider this problem as an Undirected Graphi-
cal Model or Markov Network. It is based on a graph
where the vertices correspond to the events Ai and the
edges represent the dependencies between them. The con-
sidered graph is then the same as the APs conflict graph.
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(a) APs Topology (b) APs conflict
graph

Figure 1: Topology with 4 APs and its conflict graph

In Figure 2 we show the previous example with a topology
with 4 APs conflict graph and the corresponding Markov
Network.

(a) APs conflict
graph

(b) Markov Network

Figure 2: 4 APs conflict graph and its Markov Network.
Formally, the Markov Network is defined as function of
the correlations between random variables. So, we intro-
duce the random variables (X j) j which indicates if AP j
is transmitting (A j = {X j = 1}).

Markov network relies on the Global Markov Prop-
erty [25], which is defined as follows:

Definition: For any disjoint subsets of the vertices A,
B, and C in the graph G such that C separates A and
B (i.e. every path between a node in A and a node in
B passes through a node in C), the random variables

XA are conditionally independent of XB given XC, i.e.
XA ⊥ XB/XC, where XA = {Xv}v∈A.

In our context, we assume that the transmissions of
non-neighboring APs are independent if the set of all their
neighbors (union of neighbors) does not transmit:

Pr

(⋂
l∈I

Al

)
= Pr

(⋂
l∈I

Al

∣∣∣∣∣⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

)
Pr

(⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

)
,

I ⊂ N j, |I|= k, I′ =
⋃
i∈I

Ni

Applying this property, we obtain:

Pr

(⋂
l∈I

Al

)
= ∏

l∈I

(
Pr

(
Al

∣∣∣∣∣⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

))
Pr

(⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

)

=

∏
l∈I

Pr
(

Al ∩
( ⋂

l′∈I′
Al′

))
Pr
( ⋂

l′∈I′
Al′

)
Pr

(⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

)

=

∏
l∈I

Pr

(
Al ∩

(⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

))
(

Pr
( ⋂

l′∈I′
Al′

))|I|−1 (5)

Moreover, we have,

rClPr

(
Al ∩

(⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

))
= Pr

(
Al ∪

(⋃
l′∈I′

Al′

))

−Pr

(⋃
l′∈I′

Al′

)
(6)

and,

Pr

(⋂
l′∈I′

Al′

)
= 1−Pr

(⋃
l′∈I′

Al′

)
(7)
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By substituting (6) and (7) in Equation (5), we obtain:

Pr

(⋂
l∈I

Al

)
=

∏
l∈I

Pr(
⋃

l′∈I′∪{l}
Al′)−Pr(

⋃
l′∈I′

Al′)


(

1−Pr(
⋃

l′∈I′
Al′)

)|I|−1 (8)

We obtain a system of nonlinear equations where each
term (variable) is the probability of union of the events
{Ai}. As the number of possible combinations between
all events is finite then the system contains a finite number
of equations. This system can be solved by any numerical
method.

To sum up, bN
j , given by Equation (2), is obtained from

the union of the events Ai (Equation (3)), itself obtained
from Equation (8).

4 Association optimization
Our association scheme is based on BTF. This quantity
describes the saturation level of an AP. If an AP is satu-
rated, its BTF is close to 1, and the associated stations are
likely restrained in terms of throughput and thus unsatis-
fied. On the other hand, if BTF is lower, stations necessar-
ily obtain the required throughput since a part of the band-
width is available and not used. Stations are then assumed
satisfied in terms of their throughput demand. The opti-
mization problem aims to minimize the maximum BTF in
the network. Formally, it is given by Equation (9).

minimize max
j∈A

[b j] (9)

where A is the set of APs and b j the BTF of AP j. This
objective function has been designed to:

• share the load among APs as it will try (if such solu-
tions exist) to unload the most loaded APs,

• satisfy a maximum of stations in terms of through-
put, as it will try to decrease BTF of saturated APs,

• increase the station throughputs, as unsatisfied sta-
tions will be moved to unsaturated APs.

The evaluation of BTF of each AP relies on the model
proposed in Section 3.2 which predicts b j (i.e. BTF of AP

j) for any association. We propose an iterative heuristic
based on the principle of local search to solve our opti-
mization problem. Local search is an important class of
heuristics used to solve combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. The key idea of a local search algorithm is to start
from an initial feasible solution (association) and itera-
tively find, at each iteration, a solution called a best neigh-
bor that improves the objective function [26]. The main
benefits of local search lie in its simplicity and its iter-
ative process which can stop the optimization process at
any time to comply with a constraint like the computation
time for instance. This is supported by the fact that the
local search algorithms consider only complete feasible
solutions during the search. The proposed algorithm has
then the advantage to improve Wi-Fi associations at each
iteration, and can be stopped at any time with a feasible
solution. The time that the system spends in computing a
solution can thus be bounded and tuned.

The controller runs the iterative local search Algo-
rithm 1, which consists in:

1. starting with an initial configuration (RSSI or any
current association),

2. then at each iteration, it chooses, among all possi-
ble association changes, the one that minimizes the
objective function. This configuration becomes the
current solution on which to apply the next iteration.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we present the simulation environment, the
performance metrics, and the different simulation scenar-
ios. We then discuss the simulation results.

5.1 Simulation configuration
We used a fixed point method [27] to solve the system of
nonlinear equations. The optimization heuristic is imple-
mented using C++ programming language. Simulations
have been performed with the network simulator 3 (ns-3).
We use the log-distance path loss model. The transmis-
sion power is set to 16 dbm. The number of APs and
stations is fixed for each topology. Stations are associated
according to the RSSI value in the initial configuration.
The ideal Wi-Fi manager of ns-3 is used to determine the
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data rates between APs and stations. In the figures, we
increase the input rates (mean of the flow rates between
APs and stations). For each input rate, simulations are
repeated 30 times with different stations position. Flow
rates are constant during a simulation but set randomly
with a given average. Therefore, physical transmission
rates and flows are different from a station to another for
each simulation. A 95% confidence interval is computed
over these 30 samples. The duration of each simulation is
60 seconds.

Figure 3: WLAN topology at one floor in our university.
The upper number corresponds to the used channel and
the lower number corresponds to the AP number.

5.2 BTF Estimation
In order to estimate the accuracy of the BTF model pro-
posed in Section 3.2 we compare its values obtained by
simulation and from the model. The considered topol-
ogy is the WLAN of our university at a given floor of the
building. This network is composed of 15 APs as shown
in Figure 3. APs use the ISM frequency band (2.4 Ghz).
In this band the number of non-overlapping channels is
limited (three orthogonal channels: 1, 6 and 11). This
Figure shows also the three conflict graphs (one for each
orthogonal channel).

The simulated scenario consists of 60 stations ran-
domly distributed in the coverage area of the 15 APs. We
plot in Figure 4 the BTF values according to the average
input rate (mean of the flow rates). To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the approach in dense environment, we con-
sider BTF of APs 4 and 5 of our topology (each one is in
conflict with 3 other APs).

For AP 4, the difference between the measured BTF
(simulation) and model is 7% when the load is low
(BT F < 0.2). This difference decreases to 2% when
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Figure 4: Simulation vs Model BTF values for APs 4 and
5 in the university topology

the load increases (BT F > 0.7). For AP 5 the differ-
ence varies in average between 3% and 6%. Accord-
ing to these results, it appears that the model provides
a very good estimation of BTF. The model slightly un-
derestimates the BTF as we do not take into account
acknowledgments transmitted by the stations. It is ne-
glected because to include them in the BTF computation
a full knowledge of the conflict graph is required (in par-
ticular conflicts between stations) whereas in our model
only conflicts between APs are considered. It is more re-
alistic from an implementation point of view, but these
conflicts/acknowledgments can be easily integrated in the
model if the controller is able to infer them.

5.3 Association Optimization
In order to evaluate the improvement brought by our
approach, we have considered two different topologies.
From the simulation results, we compute the following
performance parameters:

• Busy Time Fraction: for each simulation we consider
the greatest BTF in the network.

• Number of unsatisfied stations: it represents the pro-
portion of stations that are not satisfied in terms of
throughput (i.e. when the ratio between the obtained
throughput and the demand is less than 98%).

• Throughput Satisfaction Ratio: it is the ratio be-
tween the throughput obtained and the throughput
requested for each station.
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Figure 5: BTF of the most loaded AP and proportion of unsatisfied stations according to the WLAN load.

Our solution is compared to three existing approaches:

• Initial configuration: stations associate to APs ac-
cording to the value of the RSSI. It is denoted as
RSSI in the figures.

• Access based Fairness [5]: stations associated to the
same AP have the same opportunity of service in sat-
urated mode. It is denoted AbF in the figures.

• Proportional Fairness [7]: the saturated mode is also
considered with an access opportunity to the medium
which is proportional to the data rate of each station.
It is denoted PF in the figures.

In the performance evaluation we consider different
flow types, as follows:

• UDP: all the packets have the same size (1500 bytes)
and the inter-packet time is constant for each station.

• Real trace: packet sizes vary according to a dis-
tribution obtained from a real trace [28] (Average
Packet Size = 755.572 bytes and Standard Deviation
= 674.05).

• TCP: constant bit rate flows are installed over TCP
connections.

ENS topology. The first scenario considers the topol-
ogy of our university (ENS) used in the previous section
and UDP flows. Figure 5a illustrates the BTF of the most
loaded AP as function of the WLAN load. For AbF, the

busy time fraction is approximately the same as the one
observed for the RSSI association. For PF association,
the busy time fraction is even increased of 11% in aver-
age. With BTF optimization, the busy time fraction is
decreased by approximately 15% when the network is not
heavily loaded. This will allow stations to request more
traffic without saturating APs. It appears clearly that AbF
and PF approaches are unable to decrease BTF in unsatu-
rated WLAN.

Nevertheless, when the WLAN reaches saturation, the
three approaches provide similar results in terms of busy
time fraction. To show the benefit of our approach when
the WLAN becomes loaded (more than 1 Mbps per sta-
tion in the figure), we measure and compare the number
of stations not satisfied before and after the optimization
for the three approaches. Results are shown in Figure 5b.
Our solution reduces the number of unsatisfied stations
by more than 84% for an average load of 1.2 Mbps per
station, and 18% for an average load of 2 Mbps per sta-
tion. For AbF, the gain varies between 64% and 14%, and
for PF it varies between 55% and 16%. Even in saturated
conditions, our solution still presents a lower number of
unsatisfied stations.

Random topologies. To evaluate our approach with
denser topology and more complex conflict graphs be-
tween APs, we performed simulations on random topolo-
gies. Each topology is composed of 25 APs uniformly
deployed in a square of size 500m× 500m. 100 stations
are distributed in the coverage area of these APs. APs

9
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Figure 6: BTF association optimization using random topology with the Real Trace flows
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Figure 7: BTF association optimization using random topology with TCP flows
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Figure 8: BTF association optimization using random topology with UDP flows and applied 3 times

are configured with 8 orthogonal channels. In this sce-
nario, APs location is changed at each simulation. This
randomness allows us to consider an important number of
different topologies (30 for each set of parameters).

Figure 6 illustrates the results of the simulations with
the real trace. It allows us to evaluate performances for

different packet sizes. Figure 6a shows that the BTF ap-
proach can offload 35% of the most charged AP. AbF and
PF approaches allow a load reduction of about 25% and
30% respectively. In Figure 6b, the number of unsatis-
fied stations is decreased of 54% with BTF optimization
with regard to to the RSSI association. For AbF and PF,
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improvements are 45% and 42% in average. The satisfac-
tion ratio is shown in Figure 6c. For the BTF approach,
it is increased in average between 3% and 27%. On the
other hand, AbF approach allows a gain between 6% and
13%, and between 5% and 14% for PF.

Figure 7 shows results with TCP flows. In Figure 7a
our approach decreases the load of the most loaded AP
up to 37%. For the AbF and PF approaches the decrease
is almost the same and does not exceed 25%. Regard-
ing the number of unsatisfied stations shown in Figure 7b,
BTF allows a gain between 87% and 35%. For AbF, the
decrease of the number of unsatisfied stations varies be-
tween 79% and 28%. For PF, the decrease is between
69% and 29%. Figure 7c plots the throughput satisfaction
ratio. With BTF the stations gain in throughput on aver-
age between 25% and 15%. The AbF and PF approaches
allow an average gain of 17% and 16% respectively.

In order to illustrate the impact of the BTF approach in
a more realistic implementation context where the opti-
mization process is executed whenever needed (at regular
interval for instance), we have simulated the same sce-
nario with UDP flows in which our optimization method
is applied 3 times.After each optimization we evaluate the
performance and then collect the necessary measures for
the next optimization. Results for this scenario are shown
in Figure 8.

Even if the first optimization allows significant im-
provements for all performance parameters, the second
and third optimizations can further improve these perfor-
mances. For the greatest BTF in the network, the im-
provement for the first, second and third optimizations is
in average 30%, 35% and 36% respectively. For the unsat-
isfied station number, the improvement is 68%, 74% and
75% respectively. For the throughput satisfaction ratio,
the improvement is 22%, 27% and 29% respectively.

All these results tend to show that our solution gen-
erally offers better performance whatever the load of the
network. Nevertheless, when the network is very loaded
(average station input rate > 2.5 Mbps) the AbF and PF
approaches allow to have results close to BTF.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an original approach for the as-
sociation optimization in Wi-Fi networks. Our solution

is based on a model predicting BTF at each AP and aims
to associate stations in order to minimize the most loaded
AP. We have shown through simulations that the model al-
lows an accurate estimation of BTF in the considered con-
figurations. Moreover, performance evaluation has shown
that such an approach reduces the congestion in the net-
work as it decreases the most loaded AP. This improve-
ment can reach 18% in average when the network is not
heavily loaded. Also, our solution decreases the number
of unsatisfied stations, up to 80% when the network be-
comes saturated and improves throughput of the unsat-
isfied stations. When the network is unsaturated, which
corresponds to the normal conditions of a Wi-Fi network,
approaches based on models that rely on saturated condi-
tions are significantly less efficient that our proposition.
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Algorithm 1 BTF association algorithm
1: //Initialization
2: Collect measurements from APs

• station data rates Ri j

• station success probabilities pi j

• APs BTF b j

3: Infer the APs conflict graph for each channel
4: MaxBT F = max

j∈A
[b j]

5: //The optimization loop
6: while Convergence() = false do
7: for all Sta i do
8: for all APs j do
9: //check if Sta i lies in the transmission range

of AP j
10: if Ri j 6= 0 then
11: Compute the success probability pi j with

AP j
12: //We do not associate Sta i to AP j if it will

be saturated
13: if b j +bL

i j < 1 then
14: associate Sta i with AP j
15: compute new BTF for all APs: b j = bL

j +

bN
j

16: if max
i∈A

[bi]< MaxBT F then
17: save the best value: MaxBT F =

max
i∈A

[bi]

18: save this best association change
19: end if
20: cancel this change
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: Apply the best association change
26: end while
27: end procedure
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